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Abstract: Although ketamine is beneficial in treating complex regional pain syndrome (CRPS), a

subset of patients respond poorly to therapy. We investigated treatment-induced microRNA (miRNA)

changes and their predictive validity in determining treatment outcome by assessing miRNA changes

in whole blood from patients with CRPS. Blood samples from female patients were collected before

and after 5 days of intravenous ketamine administration. Seven patients were responders and 6 were

poor responders. Differential miRNA expression was observed in whole blood before and after

treatment. In addition, 33 miRNAs differed between responders and poor responders before therapy,

suggesting the predictive utility of miRNAs as biomarkers. Investigation of the mechanistic

significance of hsa-miR-548d-5p downregulation in poor responders showed that this miRNA can

downregulate UDP-glucuronosyltransferase UGT1A1 mRNA. Poor responders had a higher

conjugated/unconjugated bilirubin ratio, indicating increased UGT1A1 activity. We propose that

lower pretreatment levels of miR-548d-5p may result in higher UDP-GT activity, leading to higher

levels of inactive glucuronide conjugates, thereby minimizing the therapeutic efficacy of ketamine

in poor responders. Differences in miRNA signatures can provide molecular insights distinguishing

responders from poor responders. Extending this approach to other treatment and outcome

assessments might permit stratification of patients for maximal therapeutic outcome.

Perspective: This study suggests the usefulness of circulating miRNAs as potential biomarkers.

Assessing miRNA signatures before and after treatment demonstrated miRNA alterations from

therapy; differences in miRNA signature in responders and poor responders before therapy indicate

prognostic value. Mechanistic studies on altered miRNAs can provide new insights into disease.
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C
omplex regional pain syndrome (CRPS) is a chronic
neuropathic pain condition with a broad array
of symptoms, including pain, inflammation,

sensory dysfunction, impaired motor function,
and trophic disturbances.6,8,12,17,31,49 Ketamine, an
N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor antagonist, is
used to treat patients with CRPS for whom all other
treatments have failed.47 Although the treatment is
generally effective, approximately 30% of patients
have an inadequate response to ketamine.10 It has
been proposed that using biomarkers in blood and
cerebrospinal fluid, in conjunction with the symptom-
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defining subtypes of patients with CRPS, may be bene-
ficial in predicting disease severity and progression.47

Small noncoding microRNAs (miRNAs) negatively
regulate gene expression by binding to the 30

untranslated region (30UTR) of target mRNAs to induce
translational repression or mRNA degradation.4 miRNAs
regulate a wide range of biological processes, and their
dysregulation is observed in a number of diseases.34

The presence of stable miRNAs in bodily fluids and the
noninvasive nature of assessing them has resulted in
many studies exploring their usefulness as sensitive and
specific biomarkers.11 Our previous study investigating
miRNAs in whole blood from patients with CRPS
identified differential expression of 18 miRNAs between
patients and control individuals.39 In addition, clustering
of 60% of the patients using miRNA profiles enabled
clinically relevant stratification of heterogeneous
patient populations.39 Our objective here was to
perform a proof-of-concept study to assess miRNA
changes in response to therapy and explore the
feasibility of using circulating miRNA signatures in
predicting treatment response.We investigatedwhether
intravenous (i.v.) ketamine treatment induced miRNA
alterations in patients with CRPS and whether
ketamine-induced miRNA changes, if any, would differ
between responders and nonresponders. The present
pilot study, including 7 responders and 6 poor
responders, demonstrates the potential utility ofmiRNAs
as biomarkers for both evaluating efficacy of ketamine
therapy and predicting treatment response.
We investigated the mechanistic significance of differ-

entially expressed miRNAs by studying the role of hsa-
miR-548d-5p, a miRNA that showed significant downre-
gulation in poor responders before treatment. hsa-miR-
548d-5p is predicted to target the mRNA of cytochrome
P450 3A4 (CYP3A4) and UDP-glucuronyl transferase
(UGT1A family), 2 enzymes important for biotransforma-
tion of ketamine.24,56,57 The role of miR-548d-5p in
inducing different ketamine pharmacokinetic profiles
between responders and poor responders, potentially
minimizing the therapeutic efficacy of ketamine and
pain relief, was also explored.
Methods

Standard Protocol Approvals,
Registrations, and Patient Consents
All participants were enrolled after giving informed

consent as approved by the Drexel University College
of Medicine institutional review board.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
All patients meeting the clinical Budapest criteria for

CRPS22 undergoing i.v. ketamine therapy as treatment
were asked to participate in this study. The patients
were asked to provide blood samples before
and after treatment. Patients with autoimmune or
immunodeficiency conditions were excluded. Blood
samples were collected between July 2012 and
March 2013.
Ketamine Infusion and Patient
Evaluation
Ketamine was infused to patients with refractory

CRPS over 5.5 days in the intensive care unit of
Hahnemann University Hospital in Philadelphia, PA.
All patients had full cardiac and neuropsychological
clearance before the ketamine infusion. The infusion
rate began at 10 mg/h and was increased by 10 mg/h
every 2 hours until a maximum rate of 40 mg/h was
reached. This rate was continued for 120 hours and
was then tapered off by 10 mg/h every 2 hours
(Fig 1A). Clonidine (.1 mg tablet twice daily) was
added if the patient developed an increase of 10 mm
Hg or more from baseline systolic or diastolic blood
pressure; midazolam i.v. (2 mg every 4 hours) was
added as needed for anxiety. Patients were asked to
rate their overall pain before, during, and after the
infusion using a 10-point numerical rating scale (NRS)
from 0 (no pain) to 10 (the worst pain). Patients
were also asked to rate their pain before and after
the infusion using the short-form McGill Pain
Questionnaire (Fig 1A).

miRNA Profiling
Blood samples were collected before and after

treatment in BD Vacutainer plastic blood collection
tubes from molecular diagnostics (BD Biosciences, San
Jose, CA) and stored at �20�C. RNA was isolated
from whole blood using a PAXgene blood miRNA kit
(Qiagen, Valencia, CA) following the manufacturer’s
protocol. Taqman low-density array microfluidic cards
version A and B (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA)
were used to profile miRNAs in 100 ng of total RNA
as previously described.39 Mean normalization was
applied to the cycle threshold (CT) values. miRNA
species with CT values 35 and higher were treated as
undetected. Fold change was calculated from raw CT
values using the 2�DDCT method.45 The mean CT values
of the 10 miRNAs with the lowest standard deviations
were used as the endogenous control in the
calculation of DCT. Statistical significance of
differences in DCT values was calculated by a 2-tailed
paired t-test for comparison of pretreatment and
posttreatment samples and by a 2-tailed independent
t-test for comparison of other experimental groups.
The Benjamini-Hochberg false discovery rate
correction was applied to the P values. Hierarchical
clustering of miRNAs and samples was performed
along with the generation of a heatmap of miRNA
expression. Pairwise Spearman correlation was calcu-
lated between various clinical parameters and miRNAs.

Luciferase Reporter Assay
The 30UTR clones for human UGT1A1 (HmiT013615-

MT01), CYP3A4 (HmiT055240-MT01), and the precursor
miRNA clone hsa-miR-548d-5p (HmiR0132) were pur-
chased from GeneCopoeia (Rockville, MD). Reporter
assays were performed 24 hours after transfection of
HEK293 cells. Statistically significant differences from
control were calculated using a Student t-test.



Figure 1. Schematic representation of study design. (A) Ketamine infusion schedule, time of blood collection, and pain scoring.
(B) Time points blood samples were obtained for determining ketamine and NK levels.
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RNA Isolation and Quantitative
Polymerase Chain Reaction
HepG2 cells were transfected with miR-548d-5p

plasmid using Xtreme gene HP DNA reagent (Roche,
Indianapolis, IN). RNA was isolated 24 hours after
transfection using a mirVana RNA isolation kit (Ambion,
Austin, TX). cDNA was synthesized using a Maxima first
strand cDNA synthesis kit (Thermo Fischer, Waltham,
MA). The relative expression of UDP-GT1A1 was
determined using quantitative polymerase chain
reaction (UGT1A1 Assay ID: Hs02511055_s1; Applied
Biosystems) with 18S as the normalizer. Statistical
analysis was performed using a Student t-test.
UDP-UGT-1A1 Assay
Microsomes from the HepG2 cells transfected with

empty vector or miR-548d-5p were isolated as
described.53 UDP-GT activity assay was performed using
the UGT-Glo UGT1A1 screening system (Promega,
Madison, WI). UDP-GT1A activity was measured as a
function of relative substrate consumption.
Bilirubin Ratio and Norketamine
Clearance
Routine daily laboratory workup included a complete

chemistry test, liver function tests (total and direct
bilirubin, serum alanine transaminase and aspartate
transaminase levels), ketamine and norketamine (NK)
levels, differential blood count, and troponin I level
(Fig 1B). These values were used to determine direct/
indirectbilirubin ratio, ketamine,andNKclearance. Serum
levelsofketamineandNKweredeterminedby liquid chro-
matography coupled with tandem mass spectrometry
(Atlantic Diagnostic Laboratories, Bensalem, PA).
Pharmacokinetic analysis was performed as previously
described.20,23 Ketamine clearance = Css � rate of
infusion/kg (body weight). NK clearance = ketamine
clearance � area under the curve (AUC)0-Nketamine/
AUC0-Nnorketamine. AUC0-N was determined using the
trapezoidal method, and the slope was determined
according to the half-life of ketamine and NK, as
previously reported for patients with CRPS.20
Results

miRNAChanges in Response to Ketamine
Treatment in Responders and Poor
Responders
We evaluated 13 female patients with CRPS. The

incidence of CRPS is greater in females than males by
approximately 4:1,49 and given our small sample of
males, only the 13 female patients were included in
this study, removing gender as a confounding factor in
our data analysis. The patients demonstrated disease
duration of at least 2 years and an averageNRS pain score
$5. The pretreatment and posttreatment pain scores are
tabulated in Table 1. Patients were grouped as
responders if after treatment their average pain score
decreased by at least 50% and as poor responders if their
average pain score either increased or decreased less
than 50%. Based on this criterion, the patients were
grouped as 7 responders and 6 poor responders.



Table 1. McGill and NRS Scores of Patients with CRPS and Their Average Percent Change After
Receiving Ketamine Therapy

PATIENTS (N) GENDER AGE (Y)

DURATION

OF THE

DISEASE/PAIN (Y)

BODY

WEIGHT

(KG)

MCGILL PAIN SCORE NRS PAIN SCORE PAIN SCORE CHANGE: RATIO
AVERAGE

PERCENT
CHANGEPRETREATMENT POSTTREATMENT PRETREATMENT POSTTREATMENT MCGILL NRS

Responders

17 F 43 5.0 118.18 73 3 8 1 .96 .88 91.7

13 F 54 23.0 112.73 113 12 10 1 .89 .9 89.69

15 F 51 4.0 80.00 114 2 8 2 .98 .75 86.62

12 F 51 12.0 90.91 122 19 8 1 .84 .88 85.96

16 F 39 4.0 88.18 95 13 7 2 .86 .71 78.87

5 F 65 7.0 75.00 139 11 7 3 .92 .57 74.61

10 F 50 2.0 85.91 167 15 8 4 .91 .5 70.51

Poor responders

3 F 45 8.0 45.45 180 99 8 5 .45 .38 41.25

8 F 69 24.0 69.09 110 108 10 9 .02 .1 5.91

9 F 35 6.0 68.18 118 145 8 8 �.23 0 �11.44

22 F 56 6.4 65.91 57 74 8 8 �.3 0 �14.91

24 F 33 3.6 75.45 118 143 7 8 �.21 �.14 �17.74

11 F 45 12.0 72.73 50 96 8 10 �.92 �.25 �58.5

Abbreviation: F, female.
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Comparison of miRNA profiles before and after
ketamine treatment showed differential expression of
14 miRNAs in both responders (Fig 2) and poor
responders (Supplementary Fig 1, Supplementary
Table 1). The 14 miRNAs were not identical between
the 2 groups, indicating that ketamine induced
molecular changes that differed between responders
and poor responders.
Predictive Validity of miRNA Signature
Comparison of miRNAs in responders relative to poor

responders before treatment showed differential
expression of 33 miRNAs, indicating that miRNA
signatures can be used as biomarkers for predicting
treatment response (Table 2, Supplementary Fig 2). In
Figure 2. Expression patterns of miRNAs in responders before
and after treatment. A clustergram of the significant differen-
tially expressed miRNAs in patients with CRPS who responded
to ketamine therapy before and after treatment. Each column
represents an individual patient (B, before treatment; A, after
treatment). The heat map represents normalized expression
values for each miRNA. Red, high; black, average; green, low.
the posttreatment samples, 43miRNAs differed between
responders and poor responders (Supplementary Fig 3,
Supplementary Table 1).

Comparison of miRNAs in Ketamine-
Treated Patients With Control
We compared patient miRNAs with female control

samples from our previous study.39 Five miRNAs
(hsa-miR-320, hsa-let-7c, hsa-miR-181a-2#, hsa-miR-
320B, hsa-miR-720) that were identified in our previous
study were also significant in this study, indicating
reproducibility in independent patient cohorts.
miR-320, miR-320B, let-7c, and miR-181a-2# were
downregulated in patients with CRPS in both studies.
However, miR-720 was upregulated in the first study
but found to be decreasing in this study. Comparison of
control individuals with responders showed differential
expression of 33 miRNAs before treatment and 54
miRNAs after treatment; in poor responders, 48 and 29
miRNAs were altered before and after treatment,
respectively (Supplementary Figs 4–9, Supplementary
Table 1). Correlation analysis of selected clinical
parameters and miRNAs is shown in Fig 3 and Table 3.

Regulation of UGT1A1 by hsa-miR-548d-
5p
The expression of miRNA-548d-5p was significantly

lower in poor responders relative to responders.
Bioinformatics prediction using multiple algorithms42

showed that mRNAs for UGT1A1 and CYP3A4 are
predicted targets for miRNA-548d-5p. A luciferase
reporter assay confirmed the binding of miR-548d-5p
to the 30UTR of UGT1A1, but not CYP3A4. In HepG2 cells
transfected with miR-548d-5p, UGT1A1 transcripts and
enzymatic activity were significantly reduced relative to
empty vector transfected cells. Responders had a lower
conjugated/unconjugated bilirubin ratio (Fig 4). There



Figure 3. A Circos diagram showing the correlations between
selected clinical parameters andmiRNAs. The links between vari-
ables indicate pairwise Pearson correlation values, with positive
correlations shown in red and negative correlations in blue. The
variables along the circle are colored by their total strength of
correlation. For clarity, only correlations of magnitude greater
than .75 are shown; variables with correlation greater than .9
are merged into a single node, and groups of miRNAs are indi-
catedwith ellipsis. The list of all pairwise correlations is available
in Table 3. miRNA levels after treatment are marked with a plus
symbol and change in miRNA levels with treatment are marked
with a single quote symbol. Abbreviations: BMI, body mass in-
dex; Disk, history of disk prolapse; Narc, history of narcotic ther-
apy; AED, antiepileptic treatment; Relief, average pain relief
from ketamine treatment; Heart, history of heart disease; Cho-
lest, blood cholesterol level; IBS, irritable bowel syndrome.

Table 2. miRNAs Significantly Altered Between
Responders and Poor Responders Before
Ketamine Treatment

miRNA P VALUE FOLD CHANGE

hsa-miR-367 .0067 �1512.59

hsa-miR-15a .0072 �432.79

hsa-miR-1276 .0103 �30.18

hsa-miR-337-3p .0036 �29.76

hsa-miR-34a .0483 �28.3

hsa-miR-26a-2# .0233 �23.33

hsa-miR-605 .0242 �22.38

hsa-miR-450a .0294 �21.4

hsa-miR-410 .0104 �21.27

hsa-miR-645 .0078 �20.98

hsa-miR-548d-5p .0328 �18.08

hsa-miR-1303 .0324 �15.86

hsa-miR-376a .0079 �15.18

hsa-miR-1225-3P .0123 �13.99

hsa-miR-29c .0454 �13.41

hsa-miR-337-5p .0448 �12.67

hsa-let-7g# .0077 �12.58

hsa-miR-149 .0186 �9.39

hsa-miR-212 .0054 �7.59

hsa-miR-21# .0486 �6.77

hsa-let-let-7f .0453 �6.44

hsa-miR-643 .0474 �5.44

hsa-miR-365 .0124 �5.32

hsa-miR-1260 .0476 �5.09

hsa-miR-504 .018 �5.072

hsa-miR-29a .0445 �4.7

hsa-miR-576-3p .036 �3.84

hsa-miR-186 .0273 �2.25

hsa-miR-146a .0437 �2.08

hsa-miR-197 .0011 �1.9

hsa-miR-374b .0227 �1.83

hsa-miR-16 .0331 �1.48

hsa-miR-150 .0159 1.27

NOTE. Poor responders had lower expression in almost all of the differentially ex-

pressed miRNAs compared with good responders. hsa-miR-150 was the only

miRNA that was upregulated in poor responders. Data are sorted based on

fold change.
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was no difference in ketamine or NK clearance between
responders and poor responders (Table 4).
Discussion
Stability in circulation and dysregulation in disease

state are 2 features making extracellular miRNAs useful
candidates for biomarker discovery.59 Alterations in
miRNA profiles have been reported for rheumatoid
arthritis2 and systemic lupus erythematosus50 as well as
for painful conditions such as irritable bowel syn-
drome,14 chronic bladder syndrome,16 endometriosis,38

and migraine.3 Cerebrospinal fluid from patients with
fibromyalgia showed differential expression of 9 miR-
NAs.5 Our previous study in patients with CRPS identified
differential expression of 18 miRNAs and demonstrated
the usefulness of circulating miRNAs in patient stratifica-
tion.39 Here, we evaluatedmiRNA changes in response to
therapy and assessed the validity of circulating miRNA
signature in predicting treatment response.
Subanesthetic doses of systemic ketamine produce
analgesia.44 When administered i.v. over several days
with antipsychotics and antihallucinogens, ketamine
has been shown to provide relief to patients with
CRPS7 that often lasts for weeks or even months after
treatment9,10,18,25,26,48,51; however, not all patients with
CRPS respond to ketamine treatment.37 Only moderate
to severely affected patients with CRPS, for whom all
other treatments have failed, are considered for
ketamine treatment.25 Ketamine is also considered to
be the prototype for a new generation of glutamate-
based antidepressants that can alleviate depression
within hours of treatment.1 Several biological measures
have been explored to characterize treatment response
and to gain insight into mechanisms underlying the
rapid antidepressant effects of ketamine. A plasma
metabolomics study in patients with bipolar depression
suggested that the basal mitochondrial b-oxidation
of fatty acids differed between responders and
nonresponders to ketamine.58 Other studies have shown
differences in baseline plasma concentrations of
D-serine,35 serum levels of interleukin 6,61 and plasma
levels of Shank3, a postsynaptic density protein involved
in NMDA receptor tethering and dendritic spine
rearrangement.40 Our analysis of circulating miRNAs in



Table 3. Correlations Between Selected Clinical Parameters and miRNAs

VARIABLE 1 VARIABLE 2

PEARSON SPEARMAN

CORRELATION FDR CORRELATION FDR

IBS hsa-miR-367 .99 2.8E-13 .79 .016

IBS hsa-miR-3671 .99 1.36E-11 .79 .016

IBS hsa-miR-212 .95 4.08E-06 .79 .016

BMI Weight .95 5.08E-06 .87 .0014

Cholesterol hsa-miR-548b-5p .93 2.99E-05 .85 .0027

Relief hsa-miR-337-3p .90 .0023 .83 .031

IBS hsa-miR-302c1 .89 .00024 .76 .027

Heart hsa-miR-98 .89 .00031 .87 .0017

Relief hsa-miR-3651 .88 .0044 .60 .3

IBS hsa-miR-517b .88 .00048 .74 .041

AED hsa-miR-30d .88 .00049 .74 .043

AED hsa-miR-590-3p .87 .00063 .74 .043

IBS hsa-miR-3461 .85 .0012 .76 .027

AED hsa-miR-130b1 .84 .0016 .71 .064

AED hsa-miR-664 .84 .0021 .74 .043

Heart hsa-miR-337-5p .83 .0027 .79 .015

AED hsa-miR-425 .82 .0032 .74 .043

IBS hsa-miR-2121 .82 .0038 .76 .027

AED RNU48.B1 .82 .0039 .74 .043

IBS hsa-miR-33b1 .81 .0048 .61 .18

AED hsa-miR-7-2 .81 .0049 .65 .12

Heart hsa-miR-107 .81 .005 .87 .0017

IBS hsa-miR-302c .81 .0052 .79 .016

AED hsa-miR-1255b .80 .0056 .74 .043

IBS hsa-miR-1551 .80 .0063 .74 .041

IBS hsa-miR-628-5p .79 .0071 .76 .027

AED hsa-miR-1274A .79 .0071 .71 .064

AED hsa-miR-5501 �.79 .0071 �.62 .15

Heart hsa-miR-548c-5p1 .79 .0073 .79 .015

IBS hsa-miR-155 .79 .0077 .74 .041

AED RNU48.B .79 .0078 .62 .15

Weight let-7d �.79 .0083 �.68 .089

Seizure hsa-miR-1271 .79 .0084 .74 .043

AED hsa-miR-589.B .78 .0086 .74 .043

AED hsa-miR-584 .78 .0086 .74 .043

Depression hsa-miR-9410 �.78 .0094 �.65 .12

AED hsa-miR-1233 .78 .0097 .65 .12

Heart hsa-miR-218 .71 .035 .82 .0082

Relief hsa-miR-376a1 .71 .099 .88 .0096

NOTE. Correlations of magnitude at least .7 and false discovery rate (FDR) of at most .01 are shown. FDR is calculated using the Benjamini-Hochberg method. The raw P

values and the list of comparison that do not meet the FDR criteria are shown in Supplementary Table 2.

Abbreviations: IBS, irritable bowel syndrome;1, miRNA after treatment, BMI, body mass index; Cholesterol, blood cholesterol level; Relief, average of the reduction in

McGill and NRS pain scores as a result of ketamine treatment; Heart, history of heart disease; AED, antiepileptic treatment; 0, change in miRNA with treatment.
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female patients with CRPS undergoing ketamine therapy
demonstrated differential expression of miRNAs in
responders and poor responders both before and after
treatment. These differences indicate that ketamine
elicited different responses in the 2 groups. It also
suggests that the commonality in disease symptoms
does not necessarily indicate dysregulation of the same
molecular pathways. Investigating genes targeted by
these differentially regulated miRNAs can be beneficial
in obtaining insights into previously unexplored
mediators in CRPS.
Comparison of miRNAs in ketamine-treated patients

with female control samples from our previous study39

showed that hsa-miR-320, hsa-let-7c, hsa-miR-181a-2#,
and hsa-miR-320B were significantly downregulated in
both our previous study and our current study. miR-720
was upregulated in the first study but found to be
decreasing in this study. Further studies in a larger
patient population of treatment-resistant patients with
CRPS are needed to confirm if this difference in
miR-720 expression is a result of the inclusion of female
patients with treatment-resistant CRPS in the current
study compared with all patients with CRPS included in
the previous miRNA profiling study. Recently miRBase
(http://www.mirbase.org/), the online searchable
database for all published miRNA sequences and
associated annotations,21 removed miR-720 because
the transfer RNA (tRNA) species tRNAThr have an
18-nucleotide sequence at the 30 end that matches
miR-720. It has been proposed that further validation is

http://www.mirbase.org/


Figure 4. Regulation of UGT1A1 by hsa-miR-548d-5p. (A) Luciferase assay to determine miR-548d-5p binding to the 30UTR of UG-
T1A1and CYP3A4. The 30UTR was cloned downstream of the luciferase open-reading frame. The luciferase activity was measured
24 hours after transfection, and data are expressed as a percentage of the control. (B) Transcriptional regulation of UGT1A1 by
hsa-miR-548d-5p. HepG2 cells were transfected with hsa-miR-548d-5p, and the relative expression of endogenous UGT1A1 mRNA
was determined using quantitative polymerase chain reaction; 18S was used as the normalizer. (C) UDP-GT activity in hsa-miR-
548d-5p transfected cells. Using microsomes isolated from the HepG2 cells transfected with empty vector or miR-548d, the enzymatic
activitywasmeasured as a function of relative substrate consumption. (D) Conjugated (direct) and unconjugated (indirect) serumbili-
rubin levels of patients with CRPS before treatment. Responders (n = 5) to ketamine therapy had lower conjugated/unconjugated
bilirubin ratio relative to poor responders (n = 4). Patients with bilirubin reported as <1 were not included in the analysis. Statistical
analysis was performed using a Student t-test. *P < .05.
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required to confirm whether this small RNA fragment is
derived from tRNA processing.46 Nevertheless, from a
biomarker perspective, miR-720 is still informative.55

We also observed that miR-25#, an miRNA downregu-
lated 3.9-fold in patients with CRPS,39 was upregulated
2.1-fold (P value .04, Fig 2, Supplementary Table 1) in
responders after treatment. This suggests that
upregulation of miR-25# could be therapeutically
Table 4. Pharmacokinetic Variables of Ketamine an
to Their Response to Ketamine Therapy

KETAMINE

tmax (H) Cmax (MG/L) AUC Css (MG/L)

Responders 73.7 6 9.9 .5 6 .07 60.6 6 9.7 .43 6 .05

Poor responders 101.3 6 11.1 .53 6 .05 66.9 6 8.4 .44 6 .04

Abbreviations: tmax, time to reach Cmax; Cmax, maximum plasma concentration; AUC
beneficial in reversing pain, and we are validating
potential target genes for miR-25# and their relevance
in CRPS. The reproducibility in identifying similarmiRNAs
from independent patient cohorts warrants further
investigation of all thesemiRNAs not only as a biomarker
but also as signaling molecules. Confirmation of valid
miRNA–mRNA interactions is challenging32 and typically
requires exploration of several bioinformatics prediction
d NK in Patients With CRPS Grouped According

NK

CL (L/H/KG) tmax (H) Cmax (MG/L) AUC Cl (L/H/KG)

1.01 6 .12 53.7 6 .94 .27 6 .04 31.3 6 4.2 2.45 6 .54

1.6 6 .11 58.6 6 9.88 .39 6 .04 37.1 6 3.39 2.67 6 .31

, area under the curve; Css, steady state concentration; cl, clearance.
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algorithms, individual validation of binding, and
translational suppression and forward genetic
techniques to uncover new potential targets.15 In
addition, the differentially expressed miRNAs observed
in this study are predicted to target genes with
wide-ranging cellular functions. Target validation
studies for individual miRNAs will be beneficial in
determining the specific functional consequences of
aberrant circulating miRNAs and their role in chronic
pain.
Bioinformatics prediction using multiple algorithms29

showed that UGT1A1 and CYP3A4 harbor potential
binding sites for hsa-miR-548d. Both genes are of
particular importance in drug metabolism.24,56,57 Thus,
although there were other miRNAs that had higher
fold change, we decided to focus on miR-548d for target
validation studies because of its potential regulatory role
in ketamine metabolism. Ketamine has a complex
pharmacokinetic profile.28 The principal enzyme
responsible for ketamine N-demethylation in human
liver is cytochrome P450, resulting in the production of
a series of metabolites, including NK.24 Ketamine and
NK are extensively hydroxylated to a series of 6
hydroxynorketamine metabolites (HNK4a–4f) and 2
hydroxyketamine metabolites (HK5a and HK5b). NK is
also transformed into a dehydronorketamine meta-
bolite.36,62 Most ketamine metabolites are rendered
inactive and eliminated by conjugative enzymes,
specifically UDP-GT, through glucoronidation.56 The
human UDP-glucuronosyltransferase (UGT) family is
grouped into UGT1A and UGT2B subfamilies. The
UGT1A family comprises 9 functional protein isoforms
that share a common fifth exon and 30UTR.30 There was
an 18-fold difference in expression of hsa-miR-548d-5p
between responders and poor responders. The
expression of this miRNA was higher in responders,
indicating that the genes targeted by this miRNA are
lower in responders because of the expected inverse
correlation between an miRNA and its target mRNA.
Our target validation studies showed that hsa-miR-
548d-5p does not bind to the 30UTR of CYP3A4. This
suggests that hsa-miR-548d-5p does not play a role in
regulating the expression of CYP3A4 and, thus, of the
N-demethylation of ketamine into NK. However,
hsa-miR-548d-5p did bind to the UGT1A1 30UTR and
reduced expression of UGT1A1mRNAand protein in liver
cells. These results suggest that the miR-548d-5p may
mediate difference in UDP-GT activity between
responders and poor responders. Poor responders had
a higher percentage of direct/indirect bilirubin relative
to responders, indicating that they may have increased
UDP-GTenzyme activity and therefore increased removal
of ketamine metabolites, potentially minimizing the
therapeutic efficacy of ketamine.
Our pharmacokinetic analysis shows that there was no

significant difference in ketamine and NK clearance
between responders and poor responders. Previous
pharmacokinetic study in patients with CRPS receiving
5 days of a continuous subanesthetic dose of
ketamine also did not show significant differences in
ketamine clearance and first-order elimination rate of
NK between responders and poor responders.19,20

Primary metabolites in the plasma were a series of
hydroxynorketamine metabolites, and (R)- and
(S)-dehydronorketamine were the major metabolites
found in urine, indicating that NK is the initial but not
the primary metabolite and that metabolites
downstream of NK play a role in ketamine-related pain
relief in patients with CRPS.36 Thus, it was postulated
that the therapeutic properties are not solely a result
of the antagonism of ketamine and NK on the NMDA
receptor but that other downstream ketamine
metabolites may directly or indirectly contribute to the
therapeutic efficacy.36,43,47 Differences in the ability to
metabolize ketamine because of interindividual
differences and pharmacogenetic factors have been
proposed to contribute to the varied responses to
ketamine therapy and its clinical outcome.20,43 Similar
conclusions have been drawn for patients with
depression; plasma from patients with treatment-
resistant bipolar depression who had undergone a single
40-minute infusion of a subanesthetic dose of ketamine
showed that although NK is an initial metabolite, it is
not themajor circulatingmetabolite. This again suggests
that other downstream metabolites of ketamine may
play a role in the pharmacological effects of the
drug.63 It is also known that (2S,6S)-hydroxynorketamine
is an active and selective inhibitor of the a7 subtype of
the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor; this activity was
shown to contribute to the pharmacological responses
associated with the antidepressant activity of (R,S)-keta-
mine.41,52 We postulate that in patients with CRPS, 1
factor contributing to resistance is an altered
pharmacokinetic profile produced by enhanced
elimination of active metabolites downstream of NK,
which is mediated by hsa-miR-548d-5p. However,
because we have relied on indirect evidence of a higher
percentage of direct/indirect bilirubin in poor re-
sponders, indicating increased UDP-GT enzyme activity,
additional studies investigating hydroxynorketamine
and its downstream metabolites along with their
glucuronide conjugates in plasma and urine will provide
direct evidence for the role of miR-548d-5p in mediating
response to ketamine therapy in responders and poor
responders.
Our study focusing on 1 miRNA is an example of how

circulating miRNAs can be used to explore disease
mechanisms or response to therapeutic intervention.
Future studies investigating the other 32 miRNAs that
were differentially regulated in responders and poor
responders before treatment could provide a glimpse
of underlying aberrant molecular signaling in patients
with CRPS. These studies together with the clinical
symptoms can help us understand why only a subset
of patients respond to treatment. Our analysis did not
show any correlation between disease duration and
analgesic response to ketamine, but we observed a sig-
nificant difference in body weight between responders
and poor responders (Table 1). We are investigating the
link between miR-34a, which showed 28-fold reduction
in poor responders relative to responders (Table 2), and
the neuroendocrine system, and the findings will be
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published as a separate study. Similarly, treatment-
induced miRNA changes in responders can be explored
to identify target genes that are being regulated by
these miRNAs.
Our previous study showed that circulating miRNAs

altered in patients with CRPS are trafficked by
exosomes.33 Exosomes are extracellular vesicles 30 to
100 nm in size and they carry mRNAs, proteins, lipid
mediators, and miRNAs to recipient cells via systemic
blood circulation.13 Uptake of exosomes can result in
modulation of gene expression in recipient cells and rep-
resents a novel mechanism of cellular communication.54

Our previous findings suggest a role for exosomes in
dysregulated inflammation and chronic pain states,33

and further studies are needed to investigate the
functional consequences of exosome-mediated delivery
of miRNAs to recipient cells. Determining treatment-
induced changes in exosomal miRNA composition will
be beneficial both as a biomarker and as a novel
therapeutic strategy.13

Conclusions
Although we used a limited number of samples, our

data demonstrate the feasibility of using miRNA
signatures in circulation as biomarkers to predict
treatment response and the usefulness of miRNAs
identified in understanding the molecular mechanisms
underlying CRPS. Our studies showed that miR-548d-5p
can regulate UDP-GT but not CYP3A4, suggesting that
UDP-GT activity in responders and poor responders may
be mediated by differences in the level of circulating
miR-548d-5p. Lower levels of miR-548d-5p in poor
responders before treatment could result in higher
UDP-GT activity, leading to the production of more
inactive glucuronide conjugates and faster elimination
of active ketamine metabolites downstream of NK.
Thus, the levels of hsa-miR-548d-5p could minimize the
therapeutic efficacy of ketamine and pain relief.
Differences in miRNA signature can thus provide
molecular insights distinguishing responders from poor
responders. High failure rates of drugs targeted to treat
neuropathic pain warrant changes in approaches.27,60

Studies targeting well-defined patient populations for
clinical trials will play a crucial in developing drugs that
may be efficacious in a subset of patients. Extending
this approach to other treatment and outcome
assessments might permit stratification of patients for
maximal therapeutic outcome.
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